
Berrys EROS reaches milestone in
Malaysia
Berrys Technologies has reached a milestone with its EROS (Easy Riser) Vent system with
the 3,000th unit having recently been sold into Malaysia.

 

 

The EROS was brought to the UK market in 2004 and since its inception has been specified by 95% of
the UK market.

The EROS system allows the vent pipe for fuel storage tanks to be hinged and the vent pipe brought
down to a height on the forecourt where the maintenance operative can easily inspect or change the
pressure vacuum valve without the need to work at height. The EROS system has been hailed by the
HSE (Health & Safety Executive) as a major contributor to decreased incidents of injury associated
with working at height. From an operations perspective the EROS can be operated by the nominated
maintenance company or even site personnel if required.

The costs and time normally associated with the annual inspection of the pressure vacuum (PV) valve
are completely eliminated, thereby ensuring a quick return of investment in year one. The EROS is
offered in three variants, 2”, 3” and the “cranked” (off set) design, which allows installation close to a
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boundary or building but “cranks” the vent and PV valve away from the boundary and back into the
forecourt zone.

The EROS is used globally by various oil companies and supermarket groups as well as being on the
Shell Global Design Specification as standard equipment for both new builds and existing sites. EROS
has been installed in a number of countries across Europe, the Middle East and Asia and in Australia
and South Africa with constant interest from new territories almost on a daily basis.
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